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Radical Embodied Cognitive Science (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2009
While philosophers of mind have been arguing over the status of mental representations in cognitive science, cognitive scientists have been quietly engaged in studying perception, action, and cognition without explaining them in terms of mental representation. In this book, Anthony Chemero describes this nonrepresentational approach (which he terms...
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The Testability of Distributed Real-Time SystemsSpringer, 1993
The Testability of Distributed Real-Time Systems starts  by collecting and analyzing all principal problems, as well as their  interrelations that one has to keep in mind wh4en testing a  distributed real-time system. The book discusses them in some detail  from the viewpoints of software engineering, distributed systems  principles, and real-time...
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Moodle 1.9 Teaching TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2010
Creative ways to build powerful and effective online courses

	Motivate students from all backgrounds, generations, and learning styles
	When and how to apply the different learning solutions with workarounds, providing alternative solutions
	Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with screenshots...
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The Wall Street Professional's Survival Guide: Success Secrets of a Career CoachFT Press, 2010

	This is the only complete, up-to-date, and practical guide for financial industry professionals seeking new or better jobs in today’s brutally competitive environment. Author Roy Cohen spent more than 10 years providing outplacement services to Goldman Sachs’ employees. In this book, he shares finance-specific...
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Programming Microsoft's Clouds: Windows Azure and Office 365Wrox Press, 2012

	This book is intended for developers interested in learning more about how to develop against the set of Microsoft cloud services: Windows Azure and Office 365. In some cases, you can combine the two technologies to build your solution, but in other cases you will use only one of the cloud solutions, so understanding what each has to offer...
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Intelligent Complex Adaptive SystemsIGI Global, 2008


	I don’t believe in the existence of a complex systems theory as such and, so

	far, I’m still referring to complex systems science (CSS) in order to describe

	my research endeavours. In my view, the latter is constituted, up until now,

	by a bundle of loosely connected methods and theories aiming to observe—

	from...
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Instant Microsoft Forefront UAG Mobile Configuration StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	UAG provides your employees, clients, or partners secure remote access to your vital corporate resources, while delivering a seamless integration with your existing network environment. UAG is able to optimize content for different mobile devices, and is also able to publish complex applications in a simple manner. You are also able to...
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Thin Films and Coatings in Biology (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	The surface of materials is routinely exposed to various environmental influences. Surface modification presents a technological challenge for material scientists, physicists, and engineers, particularly when those surfaces are subjected to function within human body environment. This book provides a comprehensive coverage of the major issues...
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Marine Pollution and Human Health (Issues in Environmental Science and Technology)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2011

	There is growing concern about the state of the world's oceans. The rapid growth of human populations in coastal regions has led to increasing dependence on marine resources. Beneficial features related to food supply and life style need to be balanced against the hazards presented by microbial pathogens, chemical pollutants, and toxic algal...
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Expert Oracle RAC Performance Diagnostics and TuningApress, 2014

	Expert Oracle RAC Performance Diagnostics and Tuning provides comprehensive coverage of the features, technology and principles for testing and tuning RAC databases. The book takes a deep look at optimizing RAC databases by following a methodical approach based on scientific analysis rather than using a speculative approach, twisting...
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The Practice of Macro Social WorkBrooks Cole, 2013

	Intended for those who want to make a difference in today's modern society, this comprehensive book explores the theory and methods in nine arenas of macro social work at the community, organizational, societal, and global levels of practice. THE PRACTICE OF MACRO SOCIAL WORK, Fourth Edition, challenges readers to use their concern,...
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ASP.NET Core 2 Fundamentals: Build cross-platform apps and dynamic web services with this server-side web application frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Imagine the boost in business if you can build large, rich web applications with little code and built-in Windows authentication. With this book, you can gain skills to develop real-world applications with ASP.NET Core 2.

	
		Key Features

		
			Adopts the application-centric approach to explain core...
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